WORLD CHANGING RESEARCH

THE INSPIRING STORY OF HOW EVA THE DOG'S LEG WAS SAVED
A farewell message from the Director

“It has been such a privilege to work here for over 30 years... I have met and made friends with so many wonderful people, both among my colleagues and our friends and donors.”

Research Centre, was truly an inspiration to her patients and their families, her colleagues and to those of us who enjoyed working with her over many years. We all remember, for example, Tessa on her bike at numerous Glasgow Bikeathons as she literally led the campaign to fund the centre and subsequent fundraising to support the centre's continuing work.

I have often said that, given the chance, mine is the job description that I would have written for myself.

Starting under the directorship of the late Professor Hugh Sutherland, formerly of Civil Engineering, I have enjoyed almost every minute of these years – I know how lucky I am to be able to say that!

It only remains for me to thank all of you.

It has been such a privilege to work here for over 30 years and watch the increasing generosity of our donors in turn necessitate the growth of the Development & Alumni Office. Over these years, I have met and made friends with so many wonderful people, both among my colleagues and our friends and donors.

I had the great privilege of taking part in mock interviews with some of the Earth Science students to give them a taste of what lies ahead when they apply for jobs or further study. I was delighted to be asked to take part as I think it is really important for industry to give back to academia. It has been great fun interviewing the students and hopefully it has been rewarding for them.

I think it is really important to recognise where you started out and to give something back, if possible. The mock interviews lasted for only a few hours one afternoon; the time commitment was minimal and the experience was fantastic. The students I met were great, it is really inspiring to see the next generation coming up and doing so well.

I would wholeheartedly recommend that other alumni get involved in activities like this. I have been making new friends and making those I know earlier on in their careers aware of the opportunities.

I also want to take the opportunity to introduce my successor, Fran Shepherd. Many of our readers will know Fran as we have been working in the Development & Alumni Office as Vice-President for International Development since 2013. Together with our fantastic team, I know the Development & Alumni Office will go from strength to strength and enjoy great success in all that lies ahead at this crucial time in the University’s history, with the development of the campus and our role in it! I wish them all the very best of luck.

Cathy Bell
Director, Development & Alumni Office

HELPING TO BUILD CAREERS

In our last edition, we featured alumni volunteers who give their time and expertise to our global community. Jessica Smith (BSc 2004, Earth Science) is a senior engineering geologist with Akima. She volunteered to help prepare students for real-life interview experience and take them one step closer to getting the jobs they want. She shares her experience here.
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GROWING BONE TO SAVE A LEG

A wonderful example of how philanthropic funds support human and animal health was highlighted recently through the combined efforts of vets and scientists at the University.

The leg of a Munsterlander dog named Eva was saved from amputation using bone-growth research taking place at Glasgow.

Project co-leaders Professor Manuel Salmeron-Sanchez (pictured on the cover with Eva) and Professor Matt Darby, and their team, began work at the start of the year to develop synthetically grown bone tissue for use by trauma surgeons in the future treatment of landmine blast survivors. The research is funded by Sir Bobby Charlton’s landmine charity, Find a Better Way.

Two-year-old Eva was being treated at the Small Animal Hospital by William Marshall, clinician in small animal orthopaedic surgery. She had been hit by a car and her broken front leg was failing to heal. Amputation seemed inevitable.

William – a Glasgow graduate who comes from a long line of vet alumni – found out about the research taking place at the University and was particularly interested in one area of research that encourages new bone tissue to grow where it would otherwise not naturally regenerate.

As a last resort before amputation, William developed a mixture, based on this research, that he then used in Eva’s leg. It was the first time this had been tried on anyone, animal or human. Much to everyone’s delight, the bone fully re-grew and Eva – pictured above with owner Fiona Kirkland and vet William Marshall – is on the road to a full recovery. This experimental work in turn develop further use in veterinary medicine as well as techniques to help landmine blast survivors in the future.

For further information about supporting our world-leading research, including Veterinary Medicine, please contact Sarah Hunter, email: sarah.hunter@glasgow.ac.uk, tel: +44 (0)141 330 7145.

THE GIFT OF OPPORTUNITY

Many of our alumni and friends make a gift in their will to support our future students and ensure that financial restrictions will never be a barrier to the brightest and best succeeding. You can make the difference for students like these.

Music student Natalie Brayshaw received a scholarship from Madeleine Cameron (MA 1944), who wanted to give young people the same opportunity she had. “I am from a small Highlands town,” says Natalie, “so moving to Glasgow to study was a big step, emotionally and financially. The scholarship has made a hugely positive difference, allowing me to focus on my studies and have the same tools as my peers, particularly the music notation software which is invaluable to my composition and orchestration courses.”

Your gifts can also create opportunities to help solve global problems. Eleanor Emery (MA 1944), former High Commissioner to Botswana, made a generous gift in her will to encourage related civil engineering courses. Her gift is to be used by students to design and build a small scale model of a building using recycled materials. The project enhances technical, professional, managerial, financial, and health and safety knowledge and is an enjoyable teamwork challenge for students.

Your gift can make a real difference. For further information about supporting our students, please contact Kate Richardson, email: kate.richardson@glasgow.ac.uk, tel: +44 (0)141 330 1867.

Our second-year Civil Engineering students had the opportunity to attend a practical residential course providing hands-on construction experience, thanks to the GU68 Engineers Trust charity.

The charity was established by a dedicated group of 1968 Glasgow engineering graduates who have been very supportive of our students over many years, carrying out a variety of fundraising activities to provide funding for various educational projects, particularly those that demonstrate a contribution to practice or research.

This year GU68 agreed to support the Constructionarium project, a five-day course where students use construction materials to build scaled versions of famous structures on a live building site.

An invaluable educational experience; the project enhances technical, professional, managerial, financial, and health and safety knowledge and is an enjoyable teamwork challenge for students.

Attendence significantly enhances student skills set and attainment in subsequent related civil engineering courses.

For further information about supporting our students, please contact Kate Richardson, email: kate.richardson@glasgow.ac.uk, tel: +44 (0)141 330 1867.
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The gifts we receive from our donors are a catalyst for change and, no matter the size of the donation, every single gift makes a difference. However, some individuals are able to make significant gifts that can drive change at the University. Looking back in our history, we celebrate the generosity and vision of a few men and women whose philanthropy transformed the University.

**BENEFACTORS WITH VISION**

**COLLECTING THE WORLD**

We can all enjoy entering through the doors of one of Scotland’s many public museums to marvel at the exhibits and learn something new. But when The Hunterian opened its doors in 1807 it was the first museum in the country to be open to the general public.

Renowned physician William Hunter worked at the centre of 18th-century intellectual circles and used his wealth and networks to create one of the most important natural science and cultural collections of his day.

In his will he gifted his vast collections to the University he’d attended in the 1730s and, for house-room, gave £8,000 towards the cost of building a museum. Some 10,000 visitors flocked to the new museum in the Old College between 1808 and 1810.

Today The Hunterian is one of the world’s leading university museums and the entire collection is recognised as an outstanding example of a Collection of National Significance, the first museum in Scotland to be awarded this status.

**SUPPORTING HIGHER EDUCATION FOR WOMEN**

Women’s access to university is taken for granted in the UK today but it was only in 1892 that women were admitted to Scottish universities. Isabella Elder was a leading philanthropist whose pioneering vision helped bring higher education opportunities to women.

In 1883 she bought North Park House in Glasgow for £12,000 (around £1.3m today) and donated it to accommodate the newly established Queen Margaret College, the first college in Scotland to provide higher education for women.

A medical school was established within the college in 1890 and she also generously agreed to meet its initial running costs. The college merged with the University in 1982 and, two years later, produced Scotland’s first women medical graduates.

Isabella Elder’s pioneering influence can be measured in numbers. In 1892, the first year of female admission at Glasgow, 128 women, or 6%, were matriculated here and by 1908 this had risen to 695, or 26%. Today there are almost 16,000 women students at Glasgow.

**UNDERSTANDING INTERNATIONAL LINKS**

Sir Daniel Macaulay Stevenson, one of the University’s most generous benefactors and Chancellor from 1934 to 1944, supported many worthy causes and, in the aftermath of the horrors of the First World War, was particularly interested in furthering international understanding among young people.

He funded several chairs in European languages as well as a lectureship in citizenship and gave £90,000 in instalments from 1932 – worth almost £4m today – to fund exchange scholarships with European universities, with the first student, Jean H Dees, going to Germany in 1935.

Today, international mobility which broadens students’ perspectives and enhances their employability is highly valued – around 660 of our students went abroad to study in 2016. Long before our digitally connected world, Sir Daniel Macaulay Stevenson, who had travelled widely and learned several European languages himself, recognised the importance of links between the people of the world.

David Shanks, Portrait of Sir Daniel Macaulay Stevenson, 1891, 1893. © The Hunterian, University of Glasgow 2017

Isabella Elder © CSG IC Glasgow Museums Collection

**LEAVING A LEGACY**

Visitors and scholars marvel at our pre-eminent collections of the work and correspondence of American artist James McNeill Whistler.

Glasgow’s renown is thanks to Whistler’s sister-in-law and heir, as it was Rosalind Birnie Philip’s major gifts and bequest that founded the collections, which include over 800 artworks in The Hunterian, as well as thousands of letters and memorabilia housed in the Library’s Special Collections. Glasgow was chosen for several reasons, including Whistler’s Scottish ancestry, the purchase by the city in 1891 of his portrait of Thomas Carlyle and, in 1903, the decision to award Whistler an honorary degree.

Important additions have since been made but it was Rosalind Birnie Philip’s generosity that established the collections and meant that those outstanding holdings of international importance, with the world’s largest public display of his work, have been a major resource for the study of Whistler’s life and times, leading to internationally recognised exhibitions, learning, teaching and research projects.

James Abbott McNeill Whistler, The Black Hat – Miss Rosalind Birnie Philip, c1890–92. © The Hunterian, University of Glasgow 2017

**BUILDING A TREASURE**

Graduation is lent an extra vibrancy at Glasgow, with the magnificent setting of the Bute Hall providing a lavish backdrop for a day to treasure for graduates and their proud families.

In 1877, seven years after the move from the High Street to Gilmorehill, the University’s buildings remained incomplete.

The generosity of the Third Marquess of Bute, together with Charles Randolph (see right), enabled the completion of two grand building schemes – the construction of what became known as the Bute and Randolph Halls.

The Marquess, John Patrick Chrichton-Stuart, had inherited a vast family fortune that enabled him to pursue a number of scholarly, political and architectural interests. His family built and owned Caerlaverock castle, and he served twice as that city’s mayor.

He committed £45,000 (around £5m today) to complete the construction of the Bute and Randolph Halls.

In his will, he left £60,000 to the University (around £6.5m today) to complete the construction of the Bute and Randolph Halls, undercroft and staircase.

A student at Glasgow and at Anderson’s Institution, Charles Randolph was an apprentice before starting his own business. In 1852 John Elder, husband of philanthropist Isabella (see second column), joined his partnership, and their company, Randolph Elder & Co was one of the most successful marine engineering enterprises in the Clyde.

The arrival of his generous legacy enabled a grander treatment for the Randolph Hall than first envisaged, with the final design featuring large traceried windows, timber vaulted roof and rich decoration with walnut and mahogany panelling, carved stone corbels and marble fireplaces.

Dr Daniel Macaulay, Charles Randolph (1808–1879). © The Hunterian, University of Glasgow 2017

**GIFTING A GRAND DESIGN**

The opulent Grand Staircase – often the first glimpse of the interior of the Gilbert Scott Building for visitors – and the elegant Randolph Hall, which serves as an anteroom for the Bute Hall, are named after the marine engineer Charles Randolph.

In his will, he left £60,000 to the University (around £6.5m today) to complete the construction of the Bute and Randolph Halls, undercroft and staircase.

Lady Isabella Elder, Charles Randolph’s (1808–1879) second wife, was the original owner of the historic Southpark House. In 1883 she bought North Park House in Glasgow for £12,000 (around £1.3m today) and, for house-room, gave £8,000 towards the cost of building a museum. Some 10,000 visitors flocked to the new museum in the Old College between 1808 and 1810.

Today The Hunterian is one of the world’s leading university museums and the entire collection is recognised as an outstanding example of a Collection of National Significance, the first museum in Scotland to be awarded this status.
Thanks to our donors ... who have given new gifts, named or changed inscriptions on existing gifts, or moved up to a new giving level between 1 January 2017 and 31 July 2017. In addition to those listed below, there are numerous donors of whom new gifts are awaiting confirmation.

**Campus Development**

**Leading** in Memory of Fraser Alexander MacLennan (1926-2011)

Major Dr Sheila EG Gude with wish to achieve training and experience in Northern Europe for Dr Yves Russel

Platinum Dr David H Mitchel with Hiroshi Maruyama

Perag C Smart with Richard Tyas Dr Margaret Walker Ralph B McArthur and Brenda Williams

Gold Dr Walter G Simple with Jan Tiller & Alexander Maclean

Major Silver Dr John B Gask with William S Cawker Katharine M Lesser with Kenneth M Maginn with Paul McGhee Professor Alan Campbell OBE FRS & Max Monag Alexander CBE Dr Chris Adams & Jessica Shaw 1 anonymous donor

Bronze David James Banks with Robin Owen Professor William Johnstone with Mrs Elizabeth Johnstone Dr Evelyn ML Fairlie & Jacqueline Leitch with John McDonald Michael McConnell Peter Roper Ken Ryall with Dr George D Russell with 1 anonymous donor

Bronze Campus Development Joseph Black

Leading Alex & Elizabeth McKee

Major Scott & Freda Grier

Learning & Teaching Hub

Leading The A Cargill Fund with Thomas Turnbull Ltd 1 anonymous donor


Silver Jan Bowns Colin McQuaigan QC with John Robertson McCall

Bronze William Yawei Lu with 1 anonymous donor

Medical Research & Faculty

Leading 1 anonymous donor

Platinum Mac Medicine

Gold 1 anonymous donor

Silver Dr James P Black with Thomas Astali Broomston BSc MEd 1947 with Caroline J Clark with Allan J Colin with Sheila M Cook Dr Sarah Jones Greenhow with Rosalind Healey Carlisa Douglas Jan M Elder with Drs M George & Miss Helen Horspool with Matthew Thompson Shepherd with Donald A Smith 1 anonymous donor

Bronze James Murray of John Dames Duncan L Macleay with Bruce A Smith 1 anonymous donor

Precision Medicine Fund Drs JLC & LM Dott Research Hub

Platinum Dr Dorothy A Lustig

Bronze Steven Leigh

**College of Arts**

Arts and Humanities Scholarships Fund

Silver Dr Stanley Ford Neary with Alastair T Wabn

Dr Peter Davies Graduates Scholarship in Modern Languages & Cultural Studies

Gold Dr Peter D’Cruze

Platinum C Lindsay Kellock

Gold Melissa Joan Thomas & Chris Tramne

Silver Chugas Scotland with in Memory of Alexander Elliot with In memory of Anna Sharp with In living memory of Anna Margaret Sower 1943-2017

Bronze Community Matters with Matthew Byrne Rose with Margaret Eleanor Shaw with Brenda Smith with 1 anonymous donor

Bronze For GBGLA

**College of Medical, Veterinary & Life Sciences**

Gibson Research Fund in MVLs

Dr Sami Galia & Gislín

Institute of Health & Wellbeing Postgraduate Scholarships

Leading 1 anonymous donor

Medical Hardship Fund

Platinum 1 anonymous donor

Silver 2017 MCHB Bets Club

Sir Malcolm McLauchlan Medal for Obstetrics & Gynaecology

Major Armynony of Sir Malcolm McLauchlan Scholarship Fund in Life Sciences

Bronze Yolanda Haren

Stuart Lecture Postdoctoral Fellowship

Leading Stuart H Leckie OBE

Beaston Pebble Appeal & Cancer Research Fund

Bronze Beaston Pebble Appeal

Platinum 2 Scottish Trust with In loving memory of Zoe Langham

Dr Ian J Dunsmuir with In loving memory of my wife Margaret Frame with Margaret M Mackinnon in memory of our dear friend Kate Martin from ‘not another coffee morning’ Asthagiri with St Patrick’s Primary School

Dr Fiona L Brown & Dr Ian J Gilmour with John & Ann Hutto with Leslie Land YES with AD Clarke with Isabella Macdonald 1 anonymous donor

Bronze James Murray of John Dames Duncan L Macleay with Bruce A Smith 1 anonymous donor

Precision Medicine Fund Drs JLC & LM Dott Research Hub

Platinum Dr Dorothy A Lustig

Bronze Steven Leigh

Oesophageal Cancer Research Fund

Platinum From Family of Friends of Martin Lawry We love and miss you

In memory of Stephen Henderson

Bronze 1 anonymous donor

Silver Paul O’Gorman & Leanne Kemp Research Centre

Major Young Ones

Platinum C Lindsay Kellock

Gold Melissa Joan Thomas & Chris Tramne

Silver Chugas Scotland with in Memory of Alexander Elliot with In memory of Anna Sharp with In living memory of Anna Margaret Sower 1943-2017

Bronze Community Matters with Matthew Byrne Rose with Margaret Eleanor Shaw with Brenda Smith with 1 anonymous donor

Bronze For GBGLA

**College of Science & Engineering**

Gibson Research Fund in Chemistry

Dr Sam Galia & Gislín

Major Joseph Black Postgraduate Scholarship Fund in Chemistry

Silver Dr Stuart M Hunter

School of Computing Science Entrepreneurship Initiative

Gold 1 anonymous donor

**College of Social Sciences**

John Brown Law Travel Scholarship Fund

Bronze Dr Wendy J Hooper

Dr John Smith with the Rural Charitable Services

Major With kind mems of Justice J with 1 anonymous donor

Law Research & Talent Scholarships Fund

Gold Paul McGhee

Bronze Michael & Margaret Robert Owen Centre for Educational Change Research

Leading 1 anonymous donor

**Chancellor’s Fund**

Major Bequests USA Cunningham

1 anonymous donor

Platinum Kevin Philip Johnson

Gold Tower Bacon Braid with John Hodtress with Maggie Corbett with John Zacharias with Emily

Silver Blye Austin B Fennel with is memory of Myra Kellett with Neil McFerran

Bronze konnan & Kenneth Campbell with 1 anonymous donor

**Scholarships Fund**

Postgraduate Scholarships

Relational Scholarships

The Bellahouston Bequest Fund

Talent Scholarships

The Roberto Robert Talent Scholarship Fund

Silver In memory of Dr James TIB Robertson Talent Scholarship Fund

Major 1 anonymous donor

Platinum Professor Arthur O & Joyce Atkinson

2 anonymous donors

Gold 1 anonymous donor

Silver Douglas Thoag with Stephen Bollen with Martin Currie with Dr Peter McPeake with Dr Peter McClean with In memory of Edwin Naude

Bronze Patricia M Caillet with Simon & Deborah Seddon with Ann Hare with Dr Catherine Johnstone with Catherine E Napier with Dr Patricia A Thomson

Travel Scholarships

Mahony & Amanda Randall Travel Scholarship

In memory of Edward Perot

Other Awards

Access Bursaries

Leading 1 anonymous donor

The Clan Gregor Society Prize

Bronze Clan Gregor Society

Thomas & Margaret Rollo Bursaries

Major The Thomas and Margaret Rollo Trust

University-wide projects

Huntington Exhibitions – Mount Stuart

Major Striching West Coast Foundation

Huntington Museum & Art Gallery Fund

Silver Joanna Gimmerson

Sport Footballing Club

Silver BUCBSC 150 (2006)

Bronze Amara Pamuk Foundation

Mediterranean Biological of Pastoralist Corps

Leading Fund for the Advancement of Science & Medicine

**Bequests**

Campus Development

Platinum Mary Rose Baker MBE with Dr Douglas Ernest Norman Dechert Dr James Norman Dechert

Campus Development Joseph Black

Leading John & Brian Wlasics

Medical Research & Facilities

Leading Professor Thomas Davidson Whitchurch

Beaston Pebble Appeal

Platinum Margaret Mary Gravens

Bronze Isabella Macdonald with 1 anonymous donor

Major Foundation Fund

Leading Thomas & Freda Graham

Travel Scholarship – French

Leading Ardglass

School of Law

Leading John & Elizabeth Lawrence

Bronze Lawrence In memory of Robert Rob

1. denotes gift to American Alumni of Glasgow University (AAGU)

2. denotes donations that have moved to a new giving level

3. denotes gift to American Alumni of Glasgow University (AAGU). We would like to thank AAGU for their support

**Giving from the USA**

US taxpayers can give tax-deductible gifts to the American Alumni of Glasgow University, an independent charitable corporation organised in the USA, which is recognised by the Internal Revenue Service as a section 501(c)(3) charitable organisation. Donations to it are admissible as charitable contributions to the full extent allowed by law. The Internal Revenue Service will determine the use of all gifts. Contributions should be made directly to the American Alumni of Glasgow University and sent to AAGU, 183 Wolf Harbort Road, Milton, CT 06461-1861, USA.

**Glasgow University in Canada**

Canadian residents will be provided with a receipt for income tax purposes and in the event of your death, ‘Glasca’ should be made payable to University of Glasgow (Canada) (a charitable organisation under the Trust Act of the University of Glasgow) to be able to claim capital gain tax relief.

**Giving from Canada**

Under the codes of the 1998 Data Protection Act, the University of Glasgow will use the information you provide in accordance with the terms of the Freedom of Information (Scotland) Act 2002. Information on donors will only be made available to the University of Glasgow and to the Alumni Office on request. Information is included only on donors who have given us their express permission to do so.

**Printing by J Thomson.**

Photographic Unit, Martin Shields, David O’Hare University of Glasgow.
University of Glasgow Trust Donation Form

Giving to Glasgow – issue 31; January 2018

The University of Glasgow Trust is a registered charity, No. SC008303
The University of Glasgow is a registered charity, No. SC004401

I wish to support the University of Glasgow by giving to:

☐ Campus Development  ☐ Learning & Teaching Hub
☐ Student Scholarships  ☐ Medical Research & Facilities
☐ Veterinary Medicine  ☐ Research Hub
☐ Other (please specify) .................................................................

To give online please go to glasgow.ac.uk/connect/supportus

Making a regular gift by Direct Debit

I would like to make a regular ☐ monthly ☐ quarterly ☐ annual gift of £

to the University of Glasgow Trust until further notice, or for a period of       years.

I would like the payments to be taken from my account on the       1st, or       15th of the month

starting in       (Please allow one month from today)

Please complete the Direct Debit instruction below.

Making a single gift

I would like to make a single gift to the University of Glasgow Trust of £

☐ I enclose a cheque/charity voucher made payable to the University of Glasgow Trust or

Please debit my: ☐ Visa ☐ Visa Debit ☐ Mastercard ☐ Maestro

Name on Card .................................................................

Card No ...........................................................................

Start Date / Expiry Date / Issue Number

☐ My company will match fund my gift

Boost your donation by 25p of
Gift Aid for every £1 you donate

Gift Aid is reclaimed by the charity from the tax you pay for the current tax year. Your address is needed to identify you as a current UK taxpayer.

In order to Gift Aid your donation you must tick the box below:

☐ I want to Gift Aid my donation and any donations I make in the future, or made in the past 4 years, to

University of Glasgow/University of Glasgow Trust

Date: .................................................................

I am a UK taxpayer and understand that if I pay less Income Tax
and/or Capital Gains Tax than the amount of Gift Aid claimed on
all my donations in that tax year it is my responsibility to pay any
difference.

Please notify the University of Glasgow if you:

Want to cancel this declaration/Change your name or home
address/No longer pay sufficient tax on your income and/or
capital gains.

If you pay Income Tax at the higher or additional rate and want
to receive the additional tax relief due to you, you must include
all your Gift Aid donations on your Self-Assessment tax return or
ask HM Revenue and Customs to adjust your tax code.

Instruction to your bank or building society to pay by Direct Debit

Please fill in the whole form using a ball point pen and return to:
Development & Alumni Office, 3 The Square, University of Glasgow, Glasgow, G12 8QQ
Name and full postal address of your bank or building society

To: The Manager ...........................................................................

Address..............................................................................................

Postcode .......................................................................................Postcode

Name(s) of Account Holder(s) ...............................................................Name(s) of Account Holder(s)

Branch Sort Code ...........................................................................

Bank/Building Society Account Number ...........................................

Banks and building societies may not accept Direct Debit instructions for some types of account